Absence of differentiation-related expression of keratin 10 in early stages of vulvar squamous carcinoma.
Using specific monoclonal antibodies (DE-K10 and DE-SCK respectively), the expression of some differentiation-related epidermal keratins was studied in 38 human vulvar squamous carcinomas. In the epidermis, expression of keratin 10 (K10) strictly paralleled the extent of differentiation; it was absent in the basal layer, appeared in the first suprabasal layers and increased in concentration towards the granular layer. However, K10 was rarely detected (1 case out of 12) in early stages of vulvar squamous carcinomas (tumours less than 2 cm, clinical stage I) regardless of the tumour grade. In larger and more advanced tumours (greater than 2 cm, clinical stages II and III), K10 was detected in 21 out of 26 cases. Its expression appeared to be related to maturation of malignant keratinocytes, being preferentially detected in more-differentiated parts. Occasionally however, cells that did not show histological signs of keratinisation were also K10-positive. Modified stratum corneum keratins (recognized specifically by monoclonal antibody DE-SCK) were detected in the most keratinized areas (horn pearls and their close vicinity) of some K10-positive tumours, i.e., in a pattern close to their normal expression in terminally differentiated epidermal cells. These data suggest differences in the regulation of K10 expression during the differentiation processes in the normal keratinising squamous epithelium and in squamous carcinomas. While the normal pattern of vulvar epithelial differentiation is accompanied by an increasing expression of K10, malignant keratinocytes, also when these are histologically moderately or well differentiated, cease expressing this keratin in the early stages of tumour development.